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Abstract. We aim to show if and how it would be possible to use the
functionalities of EasyCrypt in ProveIt. For that, we compare the EasyCrypt language and the ProveIt language, describe what kind of properties can be proven with EasyCrypt about games and specify the main
transformation rules for the compiler form ProveIt language to EasyCrypt language.
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Introduction

ProveIt is a tool that should help researchers to verify the correctness and security of protocols that use symmetric primitives. Symmetric primitives are lowlevel symmetric-key algorithms. The probability of breaking the protocol can be
found with ProveIt by doing a finite number of reductions.
EasyCrypt is an automated tool that can verify the security proofs of cryptographic games [BGC+ 12]. To do that, it uses Probabilistic Relational Hoare
Logic, Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers and theorem provers. EasyCrypt has formal proofs for their proving process.
Currently ProveIt does not have formal proofs for all of the proof steps that
can be done with the tool. Contrary to EasyCrypt, ProveIt does not support
transformations that manipulate arithmetic operations. Therefore, it would be
useful to use EasyCrypt in the toolchain of ProveIt. This would give ProveIt
additional proving functionalities and it could be possible to verify the proofs
created in ProveIt.

2
2.1

ProveIt language and EasyCrypt language
ProveIt language

ProveIt has its own syntax and the input to ProveIt has to be written in ProveIt
language. ProveIt language is a modified version of the imperative While language [NN92]. ProveIt language differs from While as it contains probabilistic
statements, it is a probabilistic While language.
The ProveIt language consists of statements that are composed of variables, operations and expressions. Expressions are composed of operations and variables.
ProveIt language uses four main categories of objects: constants, variables, sets
and functions.

Statements The simplest examples of statements in ProveIt language are assignment and uniform choice. An assignment evaluates a variable by giving it
the value from the right side of the assignment operator. The right side of an
assignment operator can be a function call, an expression, a variable or a constant. On the left side of the assignment operator can be a single variable or a
tuple of variables. To write a tuple in ProveIt language the variables have to be
enclosed in brackets.
A uniform choice evaluates a variable by assigning it a random value from a
given set, i.e., the value is chosen with uniform probability. The left side of the
uniform choice operator can be a single variable or a tuple of variables enclosed
in brackets. Table 1 gives examples for assignments and uniform choice.

Statement

Syntax example Rendered example
x := b
x := b
assignment
(x, y) := (a, b)
(x, y) := (a, b)
uniform choice x <- Z
x←Z
Table 1: Syntax examples for assignment and uniform choice.

In addition, there are statements for functions, statements for the adversary
and statements that modify the control flow, i.e., statements that affect the
order of program execution. If statements, for statements and while statements
modify the control flow of a program. The syntax examples for the control flow
statements are given in Table 2.

Statement Syntax example
if(x < 6){
x := x + 1}
if
statement

for
statement
while
statement

Rendered example
if(x < 6)

x := x + 1

if(x < 6)

x := x + 1
else
else{

x := x + 2}
x := x + 2
for(x
:= 0; x < 6; x := c)
for(x := 0; x < 6; x := c){ "
y := x + 4
y := x + 4
c := c + 1}
c := c + 1

if(x < 6){
x := x + 1}

while(x < 6){
x := x + y
y := y + 1}

while(x < 6)
"
x := x + y

y := y + 1
Table 2: Examples of an if statement, for statement and a while statement.

ProveIt language has statements for function signature, function definition, a
function call and function sampling. A function signature defines the name, domain and range of the function. A function definition specifies what the function
does by including the body of the function. A function call statement denotes
running a function with the given arguments. A function sampling statement
uniformly chooses a function from the set of all functions between the given
domain and range. The example statements for defining and using the functions
are given in Table 3.
An adversary in ProveIt language can have zero or more arguments. The adversary signature specifies if the adversary has access to oracles.

Statement Syntax example
Rendered example
function
f < −F unc(f : K times P -> C) f ← F unc(f : K × P → C)
sampling
g < −F unc(g : X -> Y)
g ← F unc(g : X → Y)
f : K -> C times C
f :K→C×C
function
g : K times M -> C
g :K×M→C
signature
h : K -> C
h:K→C
funf (x)
funf (x){

x := x mod 2
x := x%2
function

definition y := x + 1
 y := x + 1
return(x, y)}
return(x, y)
(x, y) := f (a)
x := g(a, b)
x := h(a)
Table 3: Examples of a function sampling, function
a function call.
function
call

(x, y) := f (a)
x := g(a, b)
x := h(a)
signature, function definition and

Statement Syntax example
Rendered example
Adv : X -> Y
Adv : X → Y
adversary
Adv 1 : X times Z -> Y calls h Adv1 : X × Z → Y calls h
signature
Adv 2 : X times Z -> Y calls h,f Adv2 : X × Z → C calls h,f
adversary
x := Adv 1(x, z)
x := Adv1 (x, z)
call
Table 4: Examples of an adversary signature and an adversary call.

2.2

EasyCrypt language

EasyCrypt language is also a probabilistic While language. EasyCrypt language
contains assignment statements, random sampling statements, conditional statements, while loop and function calls. It is a strongly typed language and the
syntax is dependently typed, i.e., only correctly typed programs are allowed.
The semantics of EasyCrypt language is formalised in the Coq proof assistant
[dt04].
In EasyCrypt language the games are composed of global variables, defined
functions and abstract adversary declarations. The following description of the
syntax of EasyCrypt language is summarised from [BGC+ 12].

Basics
Types. EasyCrypt provides built in types and also allows the user to define new
types. The built in types are: unit, bool, int, real, bitstring, list (polymorphic),
map (polymorphic), product types (uses infix notation). It is possible to create
abstract types, type synonyms and parametric types. When creating a new type
it is important to check that the new type identifier does not conflict with an
already existing type.
It is possible to define abstract types by writing the keyword type followed by
the name of the abstract type, e.g.,
type private key .
Type synonyms can be declared by writing type type identified = type exp,
where type expression is composed of built in types, e.g.,
type private key = int. .
Parametric types are declared with the following syntax: type ’var type ident,
where var is the parameter, the symbol ’ denotes that the type is parametric and
type ident stands for the type identifier. E.g., the following declares a parametric
array
type ’var array
and then we can declare an array that contains only the type int by writing
type intlist = int array .
Constants. Constants can be declared with the following syntax:
cnst identified : type expression [exp], where exp is an optional expression, e.g., cnst pk : private key.

Operations. Operations are written with the following syntax:
op op indentifier : fun type [as id], where the operation identifier can be
either alpha-numeric or a binary operator. The operation identifier can contain
the following symbols: =, <,,̃+, %, ˆ in square brackets. Here is an example of
the usage of the operation keyword
op add : real -> real .
To declare a polymorphic operation the operands have to be written out in the
polymorphic identifier, such example is given in the EasyCrypt documentation:
op hd : ’a list -> ’a .
It is also possible to create operations from expressions, see [BGC+ 12]. EasyCrypt has an explicit separation between deterministic and randomised operations. There is a probabilistic operation that is used to create a probability
distribution. The syntax for probabilistic operations is pop ident : fun type,
where ident stands for the indentifier, e.g.,
pop gen key : int -> private key .
Logical formulas. Logical formulas are composed of Boolean expressions, connectivities, defined predicates and variable quantifiers. The universal quantifiers
is denoted by forall (x,y:int), p(x,y), where p is a first-order formula and
x, y are variables. The logical formulas can be used in creating axioms and in
judgements to claim the equality of games. E.g., we could define an axiom for
commutative addition by
axiom com add : forall(x, y:int), x + y = y + x .
Predicates. The syntax for writing predicates is pred ident(param) = p, where
ident is an identifier, param is a list of arguments and p is a first-order nonrelational formula. E.g., predicates can be used in the axioms and lemmas. The
following is an example from the EasyCrypt manual, [BGC+ 12]
pred injective(T:(’a, ’b) map) =
forall (x,y:’a), in dom(x,T) => in dom(y,T) => T[x] = T[y] => x = y.
Axioms and Lemmas. Axioms can describe abstract operators and types. In
addition, axioms can be used for writing hypotheses over declared constants.
Thus, axioms give additional informations to the provers used by EasyCrypt,
therefore they are an important part of the proofs. E.g., we could define an
axiom for commutative addition by
axiom com add : forall(x, y:int), x + y = y + x .
Lemmas can be written to verify goals in the proofs. Lemmas can be declared
with the following syntax: lemma ident : p, where ident is an identifier and p
is a first-order non-relational formula.

Game declarations
Statements. Assignments and function calls must end with a semicolon, however
there must not be a semicolon after a conditional block or a while loop. The
syntax of the if statement and while is the same as in the ProveIt language.
Similarly, the curly brackets are not needed if the body of the if or while contains
only one instruction.
Probabilistic statements. EasyCrypt language allows probabilistic assignments
and there are several way to create such assignment. It is possible to assign
value from a probability expression, integer interval, arbitrary length bitstrings
or probabilistic operation.
1.
2.
3.
4.

x = {0, 1}
x = [0..q − 1]
x = {0, 1}k
x = gen secret key(0)

Function definitions. Functions can be defined by writing out the function body
or by creating a synonym to a function that is already defined. The following
syntax can be used to create a function
fun identifier (typed arguments) : return type = { function body } .
To create a function from an already existing function, the following syntax has
to be used
fun identifier = game identifier.fun identifier .
Adversary. Adversary signatures must be defined outside of a game declaration.
The syntax of an adversary signature is:
adversary sign ident(typed args) : result type {sign 1, ..., sign k},
where result type is a type expression for the return type and sign 1, . . . , sign k
is a list of oracle signatures which only contain the input and output types of
the oracles. The adversary signature may have no oracle signatures, in this case
the list of oracle signatures is empty.
Adversary can be defined in an abstract way or as a synonym of an already
defined adversary. The following syntax has to be used to define an adversary in
an abstract way
abs adv identifier = adv sign identifier {ident1 , . . . , identk } ,
where ident1 , . . . , identk are already defined functions that represent the oracles.
To create a synonym of an already existing adversary the following syntax has
to be used
fun adv identifier = game identifier.adv identifier .

Game. A game can be defined with the syntax game ident = {game body}.
The game body can contain global variable declarations, function definitions and
abstract adversary declarations. In the game definition the variable declarations
must not be separated by semicolons.
The other option is to redefine a game. In this case it is possible to remove or
add variables or to redefine functions from an already defined game. This can
be done with the following syntax:
game ident = existing ident var modifiers where ident 1 ={fun body}
and ...and ident k = {fun body}, where var modifiers is a list of optional
statements of the form remove ident 1, ..., ident k. Var modifiers can also
contain a list of new variable declarations..
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Proving process in EasyCrypt

EasyCrypt uses Hoare logic and weakest precondition calculus to prove the
correctness of the programs. EasyCrypt uses Why3 Software verification platform [FP13]. It works in top of SMT solvers, automated provers and interactive
provers. The SMT solvers used in EasyCrypt are Alt-Ergo [alt], CVC3 [BT07],
Z3 [dMB08] and Yices [DdM06]. The automated provers used in EasyCrypt are
Vampire [RV02], E-Prover [e-p], SPASS [WBH+ 02]. EasyCrypt also uses an interactive prover Coq.

3.1

Proving steps

As a first step the user has to declare the types, constants, operations and predicates that will be used in the following proof. In the second step the user writes
the axioms and lemmas that will be used in the games in the corresponding proof.
The third step consists of creating the games. This means creating the functions,
adversaries, statements.The fourth step is to create the pRHL judgements and
to prove them, this is done by applying EasyCrypt tactics, see [BGC+ 12]. The
fifth and final step is to create the probability claims.

4

4.1

Translation from ProveIt language to EasyCrypt
language
Translating the syntax

The rules for translating the types and variable declarations from ProveIt language to EasyCrypt language can be found straightforwardly.
EasyCrypt language supports the variable evaluations that are available in ProveIt
language, it is possible to evaluate a single variable or a tuple of variables. The

assignable can be a variable, constant, expression or a function call. In the following table we give examples of the translation rules.
Statement
ProveIt
EasyCrypt
assignment
a:=b
a=b;
a := f(x)
a = f(x);
(a,b) := (c,d) (a,b) =(c,d);
EasyCrypt does not allow to uniformly choose a value from an abstract set.
Therefore, this kind of uniform choice statement has to be transformed into a
sequence of statements in EasyCrypt that have the same semantic meaning.
Statement
ProveIt
EasyCrypt
uniform choice a < −{0, 1, 2}
a={0,1,2};
a < −K
type sample K.
pop gen element : ()− > sample K
a = gen element();
There is a function definition in EasyCrypt language that corresponds to both
the function signature and function definition in the ProveIt language. Therefore,
the signature and function definition from ProveIt language should be translated
into a function definition in EasyCrypt language.
Statement
ProveIt
EasyCrypt
function signature f : K -> C times C type K.
type C.
function definition funf (x){
fun f(x : K) : (C, C) = {
x := x − 2
x := x − 2;
y := x + 1
var y := x + 1;
return(x, y)
return(x, y);
}
}
The syntax of the if statement is identical in both languages. Also the syntax
of the while statement is identical in both languages. The for statement and
do-while statement of the ProveIt language have to be transformed into a while
statement in the EasyCrytpt language.
Statement ProveIt
EasyCrypt
for
for(x := 0; x < 6; x := x + 1){ var x = 0;
y =y+x
while(x < 6){
}
y =y+x
}
x=x+1
do-while do{
y =y+x
}while(x < 5)

y =y+x
while(x < 5){
y =y+x
}

The adversary signature in EasyCrypt language specifies the return type of the
adversary. Other than that the transformation is straightforward. In the following example we assume that the function f has one parameter of type int and
that it outputs one return value of type int.
Statement
ProveIt
EasyCrypt
adversary signature Adv 1 : Int -> Int
adversary Adv 1(a : int) : int {}.
adversary signature Adv 1 : Int -> Int calls f adversary Adv 1(a : int) : int {int -> Int}.
adversary definition
abs Adv = Adv 1{f}.
The main function is similar in both languages, there are small differences in
the header of the function. In the following table we show how to transform the
header of the main function written in ProveIt language into a corresponding
header of main function in the EasyCrypt syntax.
Statement ProveIt EasyCrypt
main header main {
fun Main(): int = {

4.2

Translating the game transformations

The proof steps are done in EasyCrypt by applying tactics provided by EasyCrypt. Our goal is to link the game transformations used in ProveIt with the
tactics provided by EasyCrypt. To do that we translate the game transformations used in ProveIt into EasyCrypt tactics. We give the overview of only the
tactics that are used for translating transformations available in ProveIt, for the
complete description of EasyCrypt tactics, see [BGC+ 12].
Tuple decomposition. Tuple decomposition transformation in ProveIt takes
an evaluation of a tuple and decomposes it into a sequence of assignment statements. This is a syntactic transformation so to translate the transformation we
could create a new game in the EasyCrypt proof where the tuple is removed
and the new assignment statements are added. This can be done with the game
redefining statement which was briefly described earlier. A claim should be entered after creating the new game to claim that the old game and new game are
equivalent.
Function inlining. Function inlining transformation in ProveIt takes a function
call and replaces it with the contents from the corresponding function definition
body. There is a tactic in EasyCrypt for function inlining. It allows to specify
the function names or the positions of function calls that will be inlined. It uses
the following syntax:
inline [side] [P1 , . . . , Pj | position],

(1)

where position is a number or last. If several function names are given then the
inlining is done in the given order. In the case where there are no arguments

then all function calls are inlined. This tactic can be directly used to translate
function inlining transformation in ProveIt into EasyCrypt.
Statement switching. The statement switching transformation in ProveIt
takes a statement and moves it past another statement if the move is allowed,
i.e., it does not change the values of other statements and the moved statements.
EasyCrypt has a swap tactic that can be directly used to translate the ProveIt
transformation into a proof step in EasyCrypt. It uses the following syntax:
swap [side] [pos − pos] num,

(2)

where pos-pos denotes the range of statement indexes that are moved and num
denotes how many statements upward or downward the block is moved. If the
last argument is negative then the block is moved up otherwise the block is
moved down.
Basic tactics for proving the equality of games If we have a judgement
about the equality of two games, then we have to prove it with the use of
EasyCrypt tactics. Let the old game be identified by Old and the new game
by New. Let the connection between the two games be described with following
judgement:
equiv F act1 : N ew˜Old : {true} ==>= {res}.

(3)
(4)

The judgement can be proven by sequentially applying tactics. We have already
described the function inlining tactic and swap tactic, now we describe a few
other the commonly used tactics.
Let. The let tactic allows to add a new assignment to the game, however the
new variable has to be independent of the other variables used in the game.
Rnd. The end tactic allows to show the equivalence of two random assignments
from the same distribution.
Wp. The wp tactic finds the weakest precondition of the games in the judgment.
It works on deterministic games that contain no loops and no function calls.
However, this tactic returns failure if there is nothing left to prove.
Trivial. The trivial tactic is combination of wp tactic and rnd tactic. In addition
to wp, it tries to match random assignments.
Simpl. The simple tactic finds the weakest precondition of the games in the
judgment starting from the bottom of the games. After that it removes the
trivial cases. It works on games that are deterministic and don’t contain loops.

Auto. The auto tactic finds the weakest precondition of the games in the judgment starting from the bottom of the game. It works on deterministic games
which do not contain loops. When it finds a function call then it checks if there
is an appropriate judgement. It stops if it reaches a random assignment statement.
Unroll. The unroll tactic takes the body of the while loop, places it inside an
if condition and inserts it before the while statement. The if condition is the
same as the while loop condition. The unroll tactic does not change the while
statement.
Unroll for The unroll for transformation unrolls the for loop in the case of a
simple looping condition. As EasyCrypt language does not contain a for loop we
have to transform the for loop into a while loop. We can use the unroll tactic in
EasyCrypt to prove that an unrolled while loop is equal to the while loop.
As a first step a new game would have to be created in EasyCrypt where the while
statement is unrolled according to the unroll tactic. The completely unrolled
game contains as many if conditions containing the while body as the number
of times the while loop would be traversed.
As a second step another game is created based on the unrolled game but in this
case the while statement is removed. A judgment is used to claim that the two
games are equal and then the judgement is proved by applying different tactics.
First the if conditions are evaluated to the true value using the condt tactic and
then the while loop is evaluated using the condf tactic which removes the while
loop as the condition of the loop evaluates to false. The following contains an
example of the applied tactics.
1.
2.
3.
4.

condt{1} at 2,3,4,5;trivial.
condf{1}.
wp.
simpl.

Dead code elimination The dead code elimination transformation in ProveIt
removes the redundant code from the game. This is a syntactic transformation
so to translate the transformation we could create a new game in the EasyCrypt
proof where the redundant code is removed and claim that the old game and
the new game are equal. To use the weakest precondition tactic the game would
have to be deterministic, loop free and without function calls. So at least the
following tactics should have to be used to prove the equality of these games.
1. inline.
2. rnd.
3. wp.
In addition the loops should be unrolled as the weakest precondition tactic does
not work on loops.

5

Summary

As a result of this paper we have the knowledge how to transform some ProveIt
game sequences into EasyCrypt language. We found out how to use the EasyCrypt tactics to prove the results of some syntactic transformations in ProveIt.
We also briefly described how the proving process works in EasyCrypt.
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